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• The great content marketing 
brain (and budget) drain



The content challenge

“There’s too much information out there are too many places to look for it”

“Knowledge isn’t maintained in a structured way and I have to rely on my people networks”

“I don't like the product page structure and I prefer calling a colleague”

“I need to better enable my team and give them content that empowers them to sell”

“We need to cut through the clutter of content and keep sales focussed on selling”

“Our tools must deliver a world-class experience for sales professionals globally”

“We need to maximise the investments already made in existing tools.

“I must be able to articulate how marketing delivers ROI to the business”

“Our content marketing must work harder and have a genuine impact on sales performance”

“I want to enable different sales at the optimal stage in the buying journey” 

“We must improve the management and life-cycling of our branded assets” 

Sales

Sales Leadership

& Operations

Marketing



Gaining insights from our business 
stakeholders

Development of sales and 

content owner personas
User journey mapping to identify sales 

pain points today

High-level wireframes developed 

in partnership with sales



Knowledge and content are fundamental in 
delivering a world-class selling experience

Our approach was based on the following principles:

• Integrates with CRM and training applications

• Gives ability to curate relevant content and deliver to 

customers in the most appropriate way

• Delivers an excellent mobile-first user experience 

• Provides content governance features – tagging, 

governance and life-cycling etc. 

• Offers deep content analytics 

• Underpinned by Information Architecture framework.



Our tech stack – bringing marketing and sales 
enablement together as one
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Enterprise Academy 

Learn

✓ Our Business, Operating Model

✓ How We Sell, Telstra Way

✓ What We Sell, Better Ways

✓ How We Work, Tools and 

Processes

Digital Briefcase

Source / Deliver Content 

✓ KM & Marketing Content

✓ Product Data Sheets

✓ Offer Description Guides

✓ Case Studies

✓ Battlecards

✓ Presentations and Proposals

✓ Competitor Intelligence

✓ Industry Insights

SFDC + Eloqua

Enterprise CRM & 

Marketing Automation

Access Digital Briefcase & 

Academy content  within each 

sales opportunity based on product 

and sales stage.  



A digital briefcase of content delivered to 
sales and customers at the right time

User interface customised to sales personasComplete SFDC integration – machine learning delivers content 

based on opportunity stage, product etc.



Measuring sales effectiveness and return on 
investment in content marketing

Package-up and send content via Outlook 

– sales receive live analytics on customer 

engagement

Understand content adoption by sales rep and 

attribute content influence on each sales 

opportunity
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• Some tips… 
• The lessons we learned along the way!

• Content governance and 
systems audit

• Content 
governanc
e – painful 
yet crucial

• Destroy old 
platforms!  

• Keep it agile

• Pilot and MVP
• Talk to your 

stakeholders
• Don’t 

underestimate 
the importance 
of IT and SecOps

• “Just plug it in” –
there is no such 
thing! 

• Reinforce! Reinforce!

• Internal 
communicatio
ns and change 
management

• Early adopter 
groups

• Measure and 
publish usage 
and adoption



1. More Time: Leading research from Forrester identifies that 70% of marketing content goes unused by sales. 
Estimate what time/resources are spent at your company creating content for sales and identify projects or 
programs you can run instead with rough estimates for how those programs would impact the business. 
Please include one project or program you can execute upon next week, one you can execute upon next 
month and one you can execute upon in the next quarter.

2. More Insights: Sales is presenting and sending sales content they created themselves to the tune of 30 
hours a month per rep (Gartner). What data and insights into your customers buying habits would you want 
to know if you had access to that content and the analytics on when they used it, how they used it, and how 
engaging it was with buyers? Identify three areas of your content strategy’s creation, distribution, and 
reporting that you could change and how it would impact your teams goals.

3. More Buyer Engagement: What if you could track and measure views, opens, page time, and won revenue 
for sales content sent across the entire customer journey? How would that impact your measurement on 
buying intent/influence, ROI and conversion rates? What are three changes this quarter you would make to 
your content marketing strategy with these new insights?

4. More Sales Awareness: Companies without platforms to distribute training and content to sellers across the 
buyer journey have a 10% average knowledge retention of products, programs, messaging and positioning. 
If you could prescribe the training and content to sales across each buyer journey stage and increase 
knowledge retention to 50%, what launch and go-to-market efforts could you eliminate? Please identify two 
efforts (program, projects, calls, tactics) that you can eliminate in the next three months.

5. More Personalization: Automating the personalization of marketing and sales assets saves marketing teams 
80% of their content creation time. If you apply that time to your ABM efforts, what are the three things you 
would do to improve that program and what business impact would it have towards your goals?


